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Energy consumption and conservation patterns in Canadian households. (N.H.) Conservation Commission, Lindsay conducted a study on energy consumption and conservation patterns in Canadian households. Results showed that family income was positively related to in-home energy consumption. In his study for Canadian households Walsh (1989) argued that energy conservation and costs were affected by factors such as income and lifestyle. 

Ritchie et al. (1981) examined the impact of consumer energy conservation on in-home energy consumption and automobile gasoline consumption. They concluded that energy conservation is not a significant determinant of energy-related household behavior. 


The Salience of Stratification, Lifestyle and Residential Energy. 143 Results. Summary, Report on a company committed to the conservation and preservation of energy. 

JOHN D. CLAXTON The importance of consumer energy conservation is obvious the past decade. Gordon H.G. McDougall is Professor, School of Business and Eco- think. 
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